July 8, 201 0
Re: Wireless Telecommunications
Dear Planning Commission Member,

and the General Plan

While I am aware the Telecommunications Act of 1996 prohibits environmental
concerns from being taken into account with regard t o cell tower siting, I am
also aware communities can draft Wireless Ordinances that establish parameters
for cell tower citing and that decisions about Wireless Broadband and WiFi do
not fall under this same prohibition. Each additional piece of wireless equipment
increases overall ambient Radiofrequency Radiation (RFR) levels.
Current FCC standards Pnly take into account the thermal properties of RFR,
such as heating caused by a microwave oven. They do not take into account the
non-thermal biological effects. In fact, the current U.S. governmental stance is
that non-thermal effects are not possible. This stance is maintained despite
scientific proof t o the contrary, health alerts issued worldwide warning people to
reduce their RFR exposure, and extensive reports from people with ill health from
RFR exposure. Some symptoms of over exposure t o RFR are: sleep disturbances,
headaches, memory loss, elevated blood pressure, cardiac problems, and
activation of the body's stress response. In fact, even low-level RFR causes the
cells of the body to produce substances called "heat-shock proteins" that can
lead to illnesses, including cancer. Not even the Telecommunications
Industry has proven that constant low-level RFR exposure is safe.
I ask the Planning Commission t o include the following in a Wireless Ordinance:
(1) Require a use permit for ALL telecom facilities, devices, and towers.
(2) Require setback of 3000 ft. from any residence, school, day-care center
or hospital, or other sensitive area.
(3) Require ALL new wireless devices be subject t o setback requirement.
(4) Require independent communications consultants test onsite ambient
RFR levels and post-installation levels of RFR.
(5) Require independent communications consultants be truly independent
and not working for the telecommunications industry.
(6) Require Broadband t o be fiberoptic rather than wireless.
(7) Require wired internet systems be used rather than WiFi.

Please take the time t o read attached articles on this important issue. As a civil
servant you have a responsibility t o ensure that our communities are safe.
Sincerely,

Beverly Filip, ~ u r e k a
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Five Studies Showing 111-Health Effects From Masts
Document produced by Dr Grahame Blackwell 21 Feb 2005

1.

Study of the health of people living in the vicinity of mobile phone base
stations.
Santini et al.
Pathol Biol (Paris) [Pathologie Biologie (Paris)]2002; 50: 369 - 73
Found significant health effects on people living within 300 metres of mobile phone
base stations.
Conclusions include the recommendation:
". .. it is advisable that mobile phone base stations not be sited closer than 300meters to
populations"

2.

Netherlands Orrranization for Anplied Scientific Research ( T m )
for the Netherlands Ministries of Economic Affairs, Housing, Spatial
Planning and the Environment.and Health. Welfare and Sp&
"Effects of Global Communications System Radio-Frequency Fields On Well
Being and Cognitive Function of Human Subjects With and Without Subjective
Complaints"
(September 2003)
Found significant effects on wellbeing, according to a number of internationallyrecognised criteria (including headaches, muscle fatigudpain, dizziness etc) from 3G
mast emissions well below accepted 'safety' levels (less than 1/25,000th of ICNIRP
guidelines). Those who had previously been noted as 'electrosensitive' under a scheme
in that country were shown to have more pronounced ill-effects, though others were
also shown to experience significant effects.
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THE MICROWAVE SYNDROME - FURTHER ASPECTS O F A SPANISH
STUDY
Oberfeld Gerd 1,Navarro A. Enrique3,Portoles Manuel2,Maestu Ceferino4,
2
Gomez-Perretta Claudio
1)Public Health Department Salzburg, Austria
2) Universitv Hosoital La Fe. Valencia. Suain
3) ~epartmentof'Applied Physics, uni;e;sity Valencia, Spain
4) Foundation European Bioelectromagneti~m
(FEU) Madrid, Spain
Presented at an International Conference in Kos (Greece), 2004
This study found significant ill-health effects in those living in the vicinity of two GSM
mobile phone base stations. They observed that:

"The strongest five associations found are depressive tendency, fatigue, sleeping
disorder, difficultyin concentration and cardiovascular problems."
As their conclusion the research team wrote:
"Based on the data of this study the advice would be to strive for levels not higher than
0.02 V/m for the sum total, which is equal to a power density of 0.0001 pw/cni2 or 1
pW/m2, which is the indoor exposure value for GSM base stations proposed on
empirical evidence by the Public Health Office of the Govenunent of Salzburg in
2002."
4.

INCREASED INCIDENCE OF CANCER NEAR A CELL-PHONE
TRANSMITTER STATION.
Ronni wolf MD1, Danny wolf M D ~
1. The Dermatology Unit, Kaplan Medical Center, Reehovot, and
the Sackler Faculty of Medicine, Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, ISRAEL.
2. The Pediatric Outpatient Clinic, Hasharon Region, Kupat Holim, ISRAEL.

Published in:
International Journal of Cancer Prevention Volume 1, No. 2, April 2004
This study, based on medical records of people living within 350 metres of a longestablished phone mast, showed a fourfold increased incidence of cancer generally
compared with the general population of Israel, and a tenfold increase specifically
among women, compared with the surrounding locality further from the mast.
5.

Naila Study, Germany (November 2004)
Report by researchers (five medical doctors)
Following the call by Wolfram Konig, President of the Bundesamt ftir Strahlenschutz
(Federal Agency for radiation protection), to aU doctors of medicine to collaborate
actively in the assessment of the risk posed by cellular radiation, the aim of our study
was to examine whether people living close to cellular transmitter antennas were
exposed to a heightened risk of taking ill with malignant tumors.
The basis of the data used for the survey were PC files of the case histories of patients
between the years 1994 and 2004. While adhering to data protection, the personal data
of almost 1.000 patients were evaluated for this study, which was completed without
any external financial support. It is intended to continue the project in the form of a
register.
The result of the study shows that the proportion of newly developing cancer cases was
significantly higher among those patients who had lived during the past ten years at a
distance of up to 400 metres fiom the cellular transmitter site, which bas been in
operation since 1993, compared to those patients living fudher away, and that the

patients fell ill on average 8 years earlier.
In the years 1999-2004, i.e. after five years' operation of the transmitting installation,
the relative risk of getting cancer had trebled for the residents of the area in the
proximity of the installation compared to the inhabitants of Naila outside the area.

NOTE: These are the only studies known of that specifically consider the effects of
masts on people. All five of these studies show clear and significant ill-health effects.
There are
known studies relating to health effects of masts that do not show such
ill-health effects.
In this respect, any statement by industry or official sources that claims (or
suggests) that:
(a) There is no evidence of ill-health effects from masts;
or
(b) The overwhelming evidence is that masts do not cause ill-health effects;
is completely and blatantly untrue.
Dr Grahame Blackwell
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it is an invisible danaer that has no sound or smell but is creating chaos with all of our
cells. In less than two decades, one third of the global village h a i embraced this new
technoloav.
",. soawnina the multi-million dollar wireless communications industry. From
cell phones to hot spots to entire wireless cities, rarely has a technology so rapidly and
so profoundly transformed the world. The explosion of wireless technology has brought
radiation called electmpollution.
with it a totalh, new form of dangerous
.
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Henry C.Lai, Ph.D.
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Here is a concise explanation of how radiofrequency radiation and electromagneticfields
in our environment interad with living organisms, even at vely low power intensities.
The dangers of electropollution
By JOY CARLSON Published in The Napa Valley Register:
Tuesday, February 6,2007

Debra Avery. Secretaryrrreasurer
New Milford CT

Ravrnond S. Kasevich. M.S.E.E.
~~.~onsuiiant
Great Bamngton MA
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The Biology of Wireless
The emerging environmental health issue of the 21- Century
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Humanihr is now e m s e d to more than 100 million times more radiation than just two
decadesago. The i 0 0 trillion cells of the body communicate with each otherby subtle
low-intensi& electromagnetic signals as well as through chemical reactions. Continuous
exposure to electromagnetic radiation can drastically distort and disrupt these cellular
htyis,
resulting in abnormal cellular metabolism and eventually
communications pa
disease. Electro~ollutionprofoundlv compromises the normal intercellular
communication i f the body. Cell functioidetenorates, cell membranes harden, causing
a shutdown of the cells. Now nutrients cannot qet in and toxins cannot get out. Over
time this leads to toxin and free radical b~ildu~,-~enetic
mutation, premature aging,
illness and disease.
So picture this... it's a typical morning in a Starbucks equipped with wireless lntemet.
You see three people involved in cell phone conversations, one sending a text message
from a PDA and two sufing the lntemet on laptops. Each device is transmitting to the
antenna installed in the back of the store. which in turn is transmittina out. At each point
the signal gets an electronic push from the device to get it going. his push, like a boat
being accelerated through water, creates a wake called a near-field plume. This plume is
sending out lots of radiation.
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Homes, wireless offices, schools, hospitals and most every workplace are now filled with
cell phones, laptops, wireless networks, game stations, iPods. W& the increasing woftd
of wireless technology our world is now being blanketed with a dense fog of plumes and
beams. As we work, learn, sleep and play in these environments and whether we
personally use these gadgets or not, our cells are being bombarded and our cellular
function is being compromised.
The most vulnerable are the children. Their cells are still growing and are filled with
more fiuid, thus the radiation can penetrate much faster into their cells. Disney got in the
game big time recently with offers of family plans and a kid starter plan targeted to 8-to12 year-olds. An 8-year-old child who gets a cell phone will by age 28 have used a cell
phone for longer than anyone to date.
Considerthis: In 1970, one out of 10,000 children were diagnosed with autism. Last
year, one in 166 children were diagnosed with autism. Many scientists and some doctors
are now trying to get the word out that we are now starting to see environmental genetic
damage that is weakening our children's cells, thus causing many more health
challenges such as autism.

See reverse side for Recent Developments in Public Policy on Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) Exposure.
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Fiberoptic vs. Wireless for Broadband Infrastructure
Board of Directors

With regard t o high-speed broadband infrastructure sewice throughout the United
States, fiberoptic should be the preferred technology. It is the technology best suited
t o developing a "Green Economy":
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the most energy efficient requiring very little power to transmit signals;
the fastest speed with the broadest bandwidth;
the most secure against electromagnetic interference, electronic
eavesdropping and pirating of data transmissions;
the most able t o protect privacy when transmitting medical records;
the most environmentally-friendly infrastructure to build out. It primarily follows
existing powerline corridors while eliminating most of the demand for
antenna and tower sites.
For an example see: www.ecfiber.net
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With regard to the environmental impacts of radiofrequency radiation required to
operate wireless broadband infrastructure, current US RF safety policy adopted by
the FCC is outdated and inadequate t o address the public's increased exposure t o
additional emissions from wireless broadband systems:
FCC's RF safely guidelines do not relate to the long-term, chronic exposure from multielement, multi-frequency antenna emissions produced by wireless infrastmcture for
broadband. Nor to they apply to children, women, pregnant women, the elderly or the infirm.
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January 2008 National Academy of Sciences Report: ldentnication of Research Needs
Relal~nolo Potenbal Biolooical or Adverse Health Effects of Wireless Cornrnun~cabon
~ e v i c epp.
i 13 and onwak
hti~://bo~k~.nau.ed~louenbook.~h~?record
id=12036&uaoe=I3
April 2.2009 European Parliament Resolution on health concerns associated with
electromagnetic fields www.eurouarl.euroua.euls~deslqetDoc.do?oubRe~//EP/iTEXT-TA+P6-TA-2009-021 6-OTDOC+XML*VO//EN

September 2008. "New condition of EMF RF exposure and guarantee of the health
of population." Statement of Prof. Yuri Grigoriev, Chairmanof the Russian
National Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection and EMF RF Standards.
www.radiationresearch.ora/conference/downoads/021235qriaoriev.udf
June 17. 1999, letter from the U.S. federal Radiofrequency Interagency Work
Group to Richard Tell, Chairman of IEEE's SCC28 Subcommittee 4 Risk
Assessment Work Group, outlining RF guidelines issues. These issues remain
unaddressed in current FCC RF safety policy.
www.emr~olicv.orallitiaation/caselaw/docs/exhibit a.odf
March 2009 Pafhophysiology, Volume 15 Issue 5 -Abstracts of peer-reviewed
scientific reports on biological and adverse health effects of exposure to
electromagnetic fields calling for precautionaly measures to address wireless
technologies exposures. The Official Journal of the International Society of
~athophysiology.
www.sciencedirect.comlscience? ob=PublicationURL& tockev=%23TOC%23513
8%239999%23999999999%2399999%23FLA%23& cdi=5138& ~ubTvpe=J&aut

wyiw.EMRNetwork org
CITIZENS AND PROFESSIONALS FOR THE RESPONSIBLE USE OF ELECTROMAGNETICRADIATION (EMR)
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SERIOUS FLAWS W I T H THE FCC RF/MW SAFETY STANDARDS

Adapted from B. Blake Levitt

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is a licensing and engineering agency
t h a t relies o n other agencies t o recommend and set safety standards for communications
technology.
The FCC has traditionally adopted safety recommendations from the Amerlcan National Standards
InstitLte (ANSI). ANSl is an ~ndt.stry-basedand controlled organization comprised of numerous
industries, automobile manufactur&s, and many others. ANSI looks t o a subcommittee of the
Ir~stitbteof Electrical and Elcctronlcs Engineers (IEEE) which is responsible for making
recommendations for exposure standards to radlo frequency radiation (RFR) Subcommittee C95.1.
The standards are refeked t o as ANSI-IEEE C95.1-1992, representing the last year in which
revisions were made t o the original standard put out i n 1966.
The National Council of Radiation Protection and Measurement (NCRP) also sets standards for
diverse radiation-producing products, including RF-emitting devices. The NCRP is the only agency
mandated by Congress t o set radiation standards. I n 1986, it set a standard for RFlMicrowave
(MW) exposure levels for the general public that was five times more stringent than the thencurrent ANSl standard.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is the agency that has final authority to determine
which standards wlli be used. I n 1996. congress - while preempting states rights for
environmental control over RF health concerns- mandated that the FCCger its regulatory house In
Both industry and
order. The FCC was widely expected t o adopt the IEEElANSl standard
the U.S. military favored it and lobbied hard. But the EPA urged that the NCRP standard be
adopted instead. What t h e FCC adopted was the two-tiered NCRP levels for human exposure,
adding the IEEElANSl description for the two tiers.
This is a step in the right direction. But the standards are still seriouslv flawed,
1 . The model used for both standards is an adult male of average height and weight. I t does
not take women, pregnant women, or children into consideration- all of whom absorb
radiation differently than this "average" model. Nor does it consider the elderly or the
infirm who are more susceptible t o adverse exposures.
2. The model, and all of the research it is drawn from, is based solely on the thermal effects
these frequencies can create. It has been known for decades that microwaves, at

sufficient power-output, can create heating. That's what occurs in a microwave oven. This
model presumes that nothing other than heating occurs. Therefore. if heating does not
occur, nothing else does either. But a range of adverse non-thermal effects have been
noted for decades as well - at significantly lower levels than this current standard. it has
been at the heart of this debate since the 1950's.

